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Abstract
This qualitative single case study research described the growth and development of Robert
(name changed for confidentiality), a young adult with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD),
through his participation in improvisational music therapy. This study focuses on his music
therapy engagement from February 2014 to July 2014 during the author’s internship training.
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the therapeutic relationship, specifically
client/therapist interactions, can be enhanced through improvisational music therapy. As a music
therapy intern (MTI), I provided 36 individual music therapy sessions during the course of six
months. The treatment goal was to increase interpersonal interactions, primarily through
instrumental improvisation. The improvised music is analyzed by graphic notation, originated
by Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1993), and through traditional music notation. Both forms of analysis
illustrated a growing musical interrelatedness between Robert and me, thus supporting the use of
improvisational music therapy as an effective means of improving interpersonal interactions in
persons with ASD.
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Understanding Therapeutic Relationship with a Young Adult with Autistic Spectrum Disorder in
Improvisational Music Therapy
This case study explores the dynamics of the therapeutic relationship between a young
adult with ASD and his music therapist during clinical improvisation sessions. The relationship
is examined through qualitative description of session content and analysis of the musical
improvisations with Robert (name changed to protect confidentiality), during his engagement in
music therapy from February 2014 to July 2014. These sessions took place at an education center
for people with disabilities in a rural location in New York. The facility embraces a humanistic
philosophy that focuses on physical and mental health in the natural environment. I was a music
therapy intern (MTI) for the entire year of 2014. Robert was one of my clients during the course
of internship. Robert and I engaged in 36 individual music therapy sessions over the course of
six months. The treatment goal was to increase interpersonal interactions, and the primary music
therapy method was instrumental improvisation.
Review of Literature
Characteristics of Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disability that is
characterized by impaired social communication, impaired social interaction, and restricted and
repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013). The symptoms typically
are recognized in children between 12 to 24 months of age. They may be noted earlier than in 12
months if the symptoms are severe or later than 24 months if the symptoms are mild.
Approximately, 1% of the population across the world have been diagnosed with ASD (APA,
2013). Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that about 1 in 59 children
has been identified as having ASD (CDC, 2018).
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The symptoms of ASD are pervasive throughout the lifetime and vary widely depending
on individual differences and contextual influences. According to Matson, Dempsey, and
LoVullo (2009), people with a diagnosis of ASD are associated with more severe social deficits
than people with intellectual disabilities. They showed evidence that they preferred to be alone,
avoided eye-contact, and exhibited odd behaviors. The social deficits in individuals with ASD
are not differentiated according to gender, age, ethnicity, deafness, or epilepsy, whereas
blindness, being bedridden or being bound to a wheelchair were considered as hindrances for
social skills. Children with ASD, compared to neurotypical children, experienced diminished
awareness or sensitivity to social cues, such as facial expression, eye contact or tone of voice
(Yang et al., 2017).
Many studies described deficits in social skills for people with ASD and the need for
therapeutic intervention to ameliorate the negative impact of these deficits. Frea (2006) claimed
that social interactions, friendships, and other relationships are most important in educational and
social development for children with ASD. Developing social skills is fundamental for all
children to assist in learning the skills that are necessary to thrive in adulthood. Involving
typically developing peers in interventions with children with ASD to can facilitate improvement
in social skills (Frea, 2006). Creating relationships with neurotypical peers can help children
with ASD learn age-appropriate social skills.
LaGasse (2017) stated that a lack of social skills in children with ASD would affect
living in the real world, interacting with family/community, developing academic skills, as well
as improving self-worth and independence. Taylor et al. (2012) analyzed evidence in various
therapies for adolescents and adults with ASD aged between 13 to 30. Although the authors
noted the poor quality of available literature, they concluded that enhancing interactions with
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peers and adults led to improved social skills in many therapies. They also introduced diverse
interventions, such as problem-solving in social difficulties, perceiving various ways of social
and emotional expressions, and accepting others.
Although high-functioning individuals with autism may thrive in their adulthoods, ASD
often impacts the individual’s ability to live an independent life. Howlin (2000) found that adults
with ASD still needed their families’ support to find a job or living accommodations. Individuals
with ASD encounter the challenges to communicate with others and to establish age-appropriate
social relationships (Carpente & LaGasse, 2015). Developing social skills is essential to thrive in
the real world for individuals with ASD. Those social deficits impact other domains of human
functioning, including developing relationships.
People with Autism and Developing Relationships
Autistic people typically experience difficulties in social engagement, interactions, and
relationships with their families and peers in their lifetimes (Kanfiszer, Davies, & Collins, 2017;
Potter, 2015; Mount & Dillon, 2014; Tozer, Atkin, & Wenham, 2014). In the adolescent years,
friend relationships are typically valued. Kuo, Orsmond, Cohn, and Coster (2013) claimed that
adolescents with ASD remember their closest friends, but their understanding of the concept of
friendship was different than what young people typically consider friendship, and different from
what their parents considered friend relationships. Adolescents with ASD perceived a friend as
someone who spent time together and had same interests with them, whereas their parents
considered a friend someone who experiences reciprocal interactions and shares emotions. They
also found that adolescents with ASD tend to have more conflict with their siblings than with
school friends, because of their family histories amongst them. In spite of the difficulties of
having relationships, a case study showed that a 10-year-old with ASD had a desire to have a
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relationship with his peers, particularly by developing friendships (Potter, 2015). In this case, the
child understood the concept of friendship, and was committed to developing long-term
relationships with friends.
On the other hand, Kanfiszer, Davies, and Collins (2017) interviewed adult women with
ASD regarding their thoughts on social relationships. The participants described that they felt
barriers in developing social relationships and these barriers affected their emotional well-being.
They felt anxious, uncomfortable, and aggressive when meeting with new people or being in a
new environment. They also expressed that it was challenging for them to have confidence and
flexibility in those social situations.
Developing relationships is vital to people with ASD, because failure to develop
relationships for both adolescents and adults with ASD may contribute to depression. Penney
(2013) stressed that adolescents and young adults with ASD are likely to feel anxiety and
depression. Persons who were diagnosed with ASD between the ages of 16 to 21 years old
experienced being bullied at school and obstacles making friends at school. They described their
school lives between elementary and junior high school years as “extremely difficult” (p.89).
Some participants reported suicide attempts in response to failure in making relationships with
peers. Mazurek (2014) studied associations among loneliness, friendship, and well-being. The
participants, adults with ASD in age from 18 to 62 years old, reported that loneliness was highly
associated with depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, and decreased life-satisfaction. In reverse,
they found that engagement in friendship decreased their experiences of loneliness. Many
therapies for persons with ASD, such as developmental or habilitative therapies, have focused on
ameliorating existing delays in communication and social relational skills.
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Music Therapy with People with Autism
American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) defines music therapy as “the clinical
and evidence-based use of music interventions to accomplish individualized goals within a
therapeutic relationship by a credentialed professional who has completed an approved music
therapy program” (2018). Music therapy has proven effective in improving social skills of people
with ASD, utilizing a variety of interventions.
Pasiali (2004) studied the effectiveness of prescriptive therapeutic songs to promote
social skills of children with autism. The music chosen was children’s favorite songs and the
lyrics were changed to create social stories used to teach social skills. The result displayed that
the behaviors targeted in the social stories were reduced by using the prescriptive therapeutic
songs.
Kern and Aldridge (2007) demonstrated that song-based music therapy interventions
increased the peer interactions of children with ASD. The music therapist composed a song for a
child with ASD to learn a morning routine and had peer volunteers involved in the intervention.
During the morning routine, the peers greeted the child with ASD in singing. They also
participated by sharing their ideas for the song. Some peers continued to greet the child with
ASD after the treatment. The intervention not only helped a child with ASD learn the morning
routine, but also increased peer interaction with classmates.
A single case study by Finnigan and Starr (2010) demonstrated the effects of musical and
nonmusical interventions in social responsive and social avoidant behaviors of a preschool child
with autism. They conducted alternating sessions with music and without music. The children
with ASD displayed more eye-contact, imitation, and turn-taking. They also showed a decrease
in social avoidant behaviors, such as pushing the adult away and moving away. Similar to
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Pasiali’s (2004) study, Schwartzberg and Silverman (2013) examined the effects of music-based
social stories on the social skills in children with ASD. A music therapist at a summer camp
composed these songs to address the development of social skills of the children with ASD. The
social stories sung by the music therapist resulted in greater progress in social skills, as compared
to only reading the social stories. However, overall the result showed a lack of significant main
effect due to the small amounts of treatments.
Geretsegger, Elefant, Mossler, and Gold (2014) analyzed music therapy research on
people with autism and found significant improvement in social interaction, social‐emotional
reciprocity, verbal communication, and initiating behavior. They also found that music therapy
interventions helped to promote parent-child relationships. Calleja-Bautista, Sanz-Cervera, and
Tárraga-Mínguez’ (2016) performed an extensive review of the literature on music therapy
interventions for people with ASD. According to their analysis, overall music therapy
interventions helped improve communication and social interactions of people with ASD. In
their analysis of 18 studies, four of the studies focused on improving social skills and one study
focused on peer interaction.
While most music therapy articles focused on social skills, few articles were written
about music therapy for relationships of people with autism. Thompson and McFerran (2015)
stressed the importance of family music therapy to improve relationship between parents and
children. They demonstrated that the more opportunities the parents of children with ASD had in
music therapy sessions, the better quality of relationship they experienced. They supported
strengthening the parent-child relationship as a primary therapeutic outcome rather than as a tool
to improve skill development in the child with ASD.
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Improvisation to Develop Relationship
Improvisation in music therapy for people with ASD. Improvisation is a unique
method in music therapy that emphasizes the relationship between a therapist and client. Bruscia
(1998) described improvisation as spontaneous creation of a melody, rhythm, song, or an
instrumental piece using voices, instruments, and even physical bodies in an individual or a
group setting. Improvisation allows variations, such as instrumental non-referential, instrumental
referential, song improvisation, vocal non-referential, body improvisations, mixed media
improvisations and conducted improvisations. Common goals of improvisational music therapy
are:
● Establish a nonverbal channel of communication and a bridge to verbal communication;
● Provide a fulfilling means of self-expression and identity formation;
● Explore various aspects of self in relation to others;
● Identify, express, and work through difficult emotions;
● Develop interpersonal or group skills;
● Resolve interpersonal or group problems;
● Develop creativity, expressive freedom, spontaneity, and playfulness within various
degrees of structure;
● Stimulate and develop the senses; and
● Develop perceptual and cognitive skills (Bruscia, 2014, p. 130).
Pavlicevic (2000) asserted that improvisation in music therapy is the same as human
communication in sound. The musical elements, such as tempo, rhythm, speed, vocalizing,
texture of music, and facial expressions are defined as the manners of communication.
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Improvisation allows an inter-subjective emotional relationship between the client and therapist
through a “highly spontaneous and idiosyncratic musical act” (p. 277).
Nordoff-Robbins music therapy (NRMT) is one approach of improvisatory music
therapy. In NRMT sessions, one or two therapists engage a client or a group of clients in making
extemporaneous music with instruments and/or the voice and establish musical relationship
(Nordoff & Robbins, 2017). Creating opportunities for intersubjective experiences through music
helps people with ASD build relationships.
Due to the needs of individuals with ASD in communication, social relationship and
participation, improvisation in music therapy is an appropriate way to elicit self-expression, as
well as to improve interactivity to increase social skills. Improvising music helps individuals
with ASD to express themselves and interact with others by instrumental playing and
vocalization. A nondirective approach is employed to work with socialization, communication,
self-expression, body awareness, anxiety, aggression, and sensory integration (Carpente &
LaGasse, 2015).
Emotional content can be determined when analyzing musical improvisations. Luck et al.
(2008) studied emotional responses, such as activity, pleasantness, and strength, which can be
expressed through improvisation in music therapy. In their findings, activity was predicted by
higher note density and velocity, and greater pulse clarity. Strength was predicted by high
velocity, high note density, and high dissonance. Pleasantness was predicted by low note density
and pulse clarity, and high tonal clarity (p. 38).
Kim, Wigram, and Gold (2009) claimed that improvisation is effective in interpersonal
responsiveness of children with ASD. They elaborated that a child with ASD is motivated to
engage in social interactions with a therapist while improvising in a non-directive approach. The
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improvisation provided the children with ASD more opportunities to initiate engagement during
the musical interaction.
As McCord (2009) stated, individuals with ASD can communicate through
improvisation, as it can replicate verbal interaction patterns such as through call and response.
Improvisation is an appropriate means of expression for those who are limited socially. Carpente
(2017) supported the effectiveness of improvisational music therapy to social communication of
children with ASD within the Developmental Individual-Difference Relationship-based model
(DIR®/Floortime™). He found that the improvisational music therapy helped improve selfregulation, engagement, behavioral organization, and two-way purposeful communication.
Relationships. Developing relationships is one of the potential outcomes of
improvisational music therapy. Carpente (2017) described relationship:
“Relationships” pertains to how the child interacts with others (e.g., family members,
teachers, therapists, and caregivers) in order to inform the therapist as to the patterns and
modes of interaction that should be included in the therapeutic program to support
development. (p. 161)
Relationships can be portrayed within improvised music. Bruscia (2014) categorized
relationships in the improvisatory experience, including intramusical relationships, intermusical
relationships, intrapersonal relationships, interpersonal relationships, personal relationships to
music, and ecological relationships. Intramusical relationships are established when a person
makes music through dynamics, timbres, rhythms, or melody and harmony with the other(s), as
well as when they listen to each other’s music, causing them to understand and recognize one
another (pp. 159-160). Intrapersonal relationships are built within the individual. When
improvising, the individual’s music pertains to the individual’s personality, character, skills and
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strengths (pp.160-161). Interpersonal relationships are found between individuals in forms of
family, groups and community. Personal relationship to music varies depending on an
individual’s personal background, preferences, personality, and other different individualized
aspects. Ecological relationships are formed between an individual and the sociocultural and
environmental circumstance (pp. 162-163).
Examples of developing relationships through improvisation. There is limited
available research that examines relationships in music therapy improvisation. Sorel (2010)
found that parent-child relationship can be improved through improvisational music therapy. Her
study illustrated the improvisational music therapy sessions in a mother-child dyad engaged in
NRMT. Specifically, the mother in the dyad expressed that she and her son with autism
experienced a reciprocal relationship during the instrumental improvisation.
Cooper (2010) focused on the therapist-client relationship while improvising in NRMT
sessions. The therapist and the client became aware of each other and felt intimacy while
improvising vocally. For example, when the client exhibited anxiety, the therapist musically
conveyed empathy for the present feeling of the client. Improvisation developed interpersonal
dynamics between the therapist and client. Lastly, their therapeutic relationships provided
potential readiness for the client to develop other relationships in the outside world.
Establishing relationships in therapy is important in order to be able to develop other
social skills. LaGasse (2017) examined music therapy treatment methods in reference to the
improvement of the social skills of children with ASD. The author found that improvisatory
music therapy that is child-centered and relationship-based improves joint engagement in
children with ASD. The DIR®/Floortime™ approach helps create spontaneous music making in
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a therapeutic setting. The therapist and client musically respond to each other which ultimately
increases social engagement (Carpente, 2017).
Research Question
The purpose of this study was to understand the dynamics of a therapeutic relationship,
specifically client/therapist interactions, in improvisational music therapy with a young adult
with ASD. Musical interactions of salient moments in therapy were analyzed through graphic
and music score notation. Musical improvisation was analyzed using methods of graphic
notation (Berstrøm-Nielsen, 1993) and Improvisation Assessment Profiles (IAP) (Bruscia, 1987).
It is my hope that this study will help music therapists understand how the therapeutic
relationship was shaped through the visual analysis of the musical interactions. The investigation
was guided by the following research question:
How does musical improvisation enhance interpersonal interactions between a therapist
and a client with ASD?
Sub-questions include:
1. What musical elements illustrate these client/therapist interactions?
2. How does the therapist’s music relate to the client’s musical responses? And how
does the client respond and/or react to the therapist’s music?
Method
Subject
A single subject was selected according to the following criteria: an individual that was
provided music therapy services by me as an MTI; and a sufficient length of treatment for
potential improvement. The participant in this case study was my client during my music therapy
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internship training. To protect the subject’s identification, a pseudonym, Robert, was used and
other details that would identify the subject were omitted.
Data Collection
All data was collected for six months during my music therapy internship training. The
electronic data were saved in a specific external hard drive and the paper documents were stored
in a locked cabinet in the music therapy office at the facility of the internship.
The collected data were video recordings of sessions, MTI treatment notes, treatment
summary report, and record review. As per the facility’s policy, all music therapy sessions are
video- and audio-recorded. Thus, data were collected during the client’s regular music therapy
sessions using an iPod. There were 36 total music therapy sessions. Of these, 34 music therapy
treatment sessions were recorded. Two of the sessions were not recorded due to unpredictable
circumstances, including insufficient battery charge and forgetting the iPod for the session. The
session notes included my personal reflections of each session, as well as anecdotal information
regarding the participant’s growth and development. The session notes were handwritten during
the course of treatment. These notes were transcribed into Microsoft Word. The treatment
summary report was completed at the end of MTI’s internship, and included general information
about the participant, duration of the treatment, goals to achieve, successful interventions,
treatment result, summary of the treatment, and recommendation for the future music therapy
services. The recording review was collected before the first session and summarized pertinent
information from the participant’s educational and clinical records.
Data analysis procedures. All data were analyzed after the termination of sessions with
Robert. Before the actual analysis, the music therapy session videos were transcribed into words,
and musical excerpts were chosen and extracted while reviewing the videos. The session notes
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were compared with the video transcription for precision. Each session was organized by order,
styles of improvisation, and instruments used during the sessions. This information was
organized in a table form. The treatment sessions were categorized according to the participant’s
progress and the therapist’s therapeutic intention. Musical excerpts were selected to be analyzed
to represent the salient features.
Analysis of the improvised music was conducted with two approaches. Firstly, the
graphic notation by Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1993) was used to describe the whole sessions of the
initial and final sessions to illustrate the improvement over the course of the entire therapeutic
process. Before drawing the actual graphic notation, I practiced drawing imagined symbols and
metaphor in music, such as musical flows, dynamics, moods, and so on. The selected sessions
and musical excerpts were reviewed repeatedly to portray the contents.
Secondly, for the traditional music notation, the scales of autonomy in the Bruscia’s IAPs
were utilized to analyze each musical excerpt (See Appendix A). In the IAPs, there are six
profiles: integration, variability, tension, congruence, salience and autonomy. The autonomy
profile refers to the roles revealed in the relationships between a therapist and a client with five
levels: dependent, follower, partner, leader, and resister (Bruscia, 1987). To create the scores,
Avid Sibelius 7 (2011), a musical notation software, was used. Selected musical excerpts were
notated mostly for melodic improvisation. One of the excerpts included non-musical contents,
such as verbalizations.
Ethical issues. This research was approved by two review boards at SUNY New Paltz
and the study site. At Human Research Ethics Board (HREB) of SUNY New Paltz, this singlecase research was approved as an exempt of the human subjects. At the facility’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB), a co-investigator was required to access the data. Therefore, Conio Loretto,
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MS, LCAT, MT-BC volunteered to serve as a co-investigator and supervised when I accessed
data. Due to my dual-role between a therapist and a researcher, the co-investigator supervised to
minimize bias and agreed with the analysis. A parental consent form was written for permission
by the participant’s parent/guardian to use data to be reviewed and analyzed and audio clips at a
thesis presentation (see Appendix B).
A pseudonym was used to protect the subject’s identification and other identifiers that
could disclose the subject’s identification were omitted in this study. All data were stored in a
secure environment and the researcher was allowed to access and review the data under the
supervisor’s approval.
Results
The data is presented in descriptions of the participant and the analysis of episodes. The
graphic notation shows the first and last sessions. Three musical scores were analyzed by the
autonomy profile in the IAPs. The analysis was presented by passage of time. Through these two
types of analysis, it is expected to see the musical elements that illustrated interpersonal
interactions between Robert and me, as well as the functions of our music that was relational and
responsive to one another.
Description of Robert
At the time of our sessions, Robert was a 24-year-old young adult with ASD, at an
education center for people with disabilities. Robert was diagnosed with ASD, visual
impairment, cerebral palsy-no other specified (CP-NOS), and intellectual disability. He
graduated from the school program but was waiting for a residential adult program at that time.
He had received music therapy services since age 11. I facilitated Robert’s individual music
therapy sessions from February to June 2014 as an intern at his education center.
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When I met Robert, I observed him in a brief music therapy session with the clinical
supervisor. Based on this observation, it seemed to me that he was very musical. When I
reviewed his past music therapy treatment summaries, he was described as musical, rhythmic,
and being a leader in group sessions. I was aware that it would be challenging to facilitate
sessions with him because of my lack of experience engaging in clinical improvisation sessions.
As an intern within a learning process, I was nervous and pressured because I thought that my
musical skills might not have been good enough to support his level of musicality.
Treatment
The treatment used with Robert was improvisation influenced by Nordoff-Robbins Music
Therapy (NRMT). In this approach, a foundational principle is the presence of the music child.
This concept is based on the belief that every individual has an inborn musicality that can be
developed through music experience and engagement (Nordoff & Robbins, 2007). Because I
observed that Robert was already quite musical, I initially thought that perhaps he did not need
music therapy to develop his musicality. However, another important concept of NRMT is that
engagement of the musical child can promote therapeutic growth related to other domains of
need, including expressive freedom, communicativeness, self-confidence, and independence
(Bruscia, 1987). All of these domains of need are typical needs of persons with ASD.
After the orientation, I started the first assessment session with Robert. As expected, he
was very musical, rhythmic, leading the music throughout the session. Most of the time, I
followed him musically, thus supporting his music. To describe his typical playing pattern, he
enjoyed playing at fast tempi, which would continue to accelerate. When the speed reached an
uncontrollable point, he made a grunting sound and started shivering his body, as if ecstatic. It
seemed that he was manipulating the music to reach his desired exciting moment. When he
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exhibited the physical reaction to the uncontrollable speed in music, Robert did not seem to
interact with me at all. At times, he listened to my pause, which was an intention to slow down,
and interacted with me for a brief moment. But soon after, he returned to his thrilling moment.
Due to his visual impairment, he could not see my facial expression nor gestures. Therefore, I
realized that I needed to focus on the instrumental playing and vocalize more clearly so that he
could understand better. After the first session, the goal was to interrelate in the musical context
within the therapeutic relationship.
Robert’s excessive musical response at the first session. Robert consistently attempted
to accelerate the tempo, despite my efforts to keep the tempo stable. When we played together,
Robert pushed the tempo, exhibiting his typical playing pattern as described above. When he
played on the keyboard, he constantly played a D note with a quarter beat. Every time he played
consistent beats, it was a cue that he was going to accelerate. He played the consistent rhythm in
both melodic and percussive instruments. Once he accelerated the speed on his playing, the
tempo would be unmanageable with showing his hyper-active motion (See Figures 1 and 2). I
defined the shivering body movement and grumbling vocalization as a hyper-active motion to
express a feeling of extreme excitement. He seemed to use me as a tool to experience his extreme
excitement through music.
Figures 1 and 2 describe the first session in its entirety. Figure 3 explains the meaning of
the signs. Table 1 shows what had happened in each time frame. After nine minutes had passed,
Robert consistently attempted to accelerate the tempo, while I was trying to slow him down. This
occurred on both the keyboard and the drum. The graphic notation showed that although there
were three instruments (a drum, a cymbal and chimes) available, Robert played the drum when
he attempted to play faster.
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Figure 1. Graphic notation: Session 1. From the beginning until 11 minutes passed.
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Figure 2. Graphic notation: Session 1 continued. After 11 minutes to the end of the session.

Single note playing in piano

MTI’s musical support

Multiple note playing by Robert
Robert’s playing
Sliding

MTI’s musical support

Robert’s hyper-action in vocal and playing
Robert’s attempts to accelerate in tempi

and

MTI’s slowing down in tempi
Chimes

Cymbal

Drum

Figure 3. Explanation of signs in Session 1.
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Table 1
Graphic notation analysis (Session 1)
Time

Analysis

00:00:30

During the greeting song, Robert played a single note repeatedly on a piano.
When I paused, Robert filled in with the single-note playing.

00:03:10

Robert started to play multiple notes with his both hands at a time. Robert
played in a large range by crossing hands with me.

00:03:50

During “We Are Making Music Improvisation”, Robert and I imitated each
other’s rhythms.

00:06:30

I tried to finish the improvisation, but Robert continued to play. We imitated
in rhythms and slides while playing.

00:08:57

I slowed down in tempo. Robert played by striking keyboards and
continuously attempted to accelerate in tempi.

00:10:18 00:11:00

Robert played in a fast tempo until 11’. I maintained the tempo and Robert
followed, thus resulting steady rhythms.

00:13:12

During the “Pentatonic Improvisation”, Roberts beat the drum and the tempo
was getting faster.

00:14:02

Robert reached to a peak point, exhibiting shivering body movement and
grumbling vocalization, and uncontrollable playing at the moment.

00:15:00

During the “Cymbal+Chimes Improvisation”, my accompaniment was in a
high register while Robert was playing cymbal and chimes.

00:16:38

We played in a minor blues pentatonic. Roberts played the cymbal and I
accompanied in a high register.

00:17:45

Roberts played the drum and chimes. Later, he focused on drum playing.

00:20:15

Roberts accelerated in tempo.

00:20:30

Robert reached to the peak point again, exhibiting shivering body movement
and grumbling vocalization, and uncontrollable playing at the moment.

Modulating through music. During sessions 5 through 14, I focused on interacting with
Robert during the improvisations. To prevent his hyperactive physical responses, I chose to play
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soft and melodic style of music. My hope was that providing music that was a contrast to
Robert’s fast, frenetic music would encourage him to play in a way that would allow for
interpersonal connection within the music. To facilitate softer and more melodic music, I gave
Robert two resonator bells, and later on, a metallophone with felt mallets. Even with these
instruments, Robert reverted to his typical playing pattern on the metallophone. He continually
played faster, striking on the metallophone bars with vigor, thus resulting in an unpleasant
distortion of the tone. Thus, I implemented a switch to wooden xylophone. Over time, this
intentional choice of instrumentation and my musical structure contributed to an improvement in
musical interrelatedness.
Progress was noted over the next several weeks. In session 13, Robert improvised on the
wooden xylophone and I supported his playing by accompanying on the piano. He demonstrated
a variety of rhythms and melodies to create the beautiful sound of music on the xylophone. His
melodies were nicely harmonized with my accompaniment. The IAP analysis of the 44-measure
score (See Figure 4 through Figure 7) is described below:
● Rhythmic ground: Robert maintained the 4/4 meter. He attempted to play faster at
measures 7 and 23, but he gradually adjusted to the tempo that I established (See Figure 4
and Figure 6).
● Rhythmic figure: Robert mostly maintained the steady rhythm in quarter notes and eighth
notes. Robert’s rhythmic content and the rhythms in my accompaniment were not
synchronized. However, changes in our rhythmic divisions concurred. For example, he
played quarter notes when my accompaniment was half notes in measures 2-8 (See
Figure 4) and in measures 20-25 (See Figure 6). He played in eighth notes when my
accompaniment was sixteenth notes in measures 12-15 (See Figure 5). Robert played
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triplets when my accompaniment was in triplets in measures 36-41 (See Figure 7).
● Tonal and melodic: The xylophone was in the C major scale. The melody created by
Robert was a mixture of repeated notes and various intervals. After a pause at measure 9,
Robert struck the wooden frame of the xylophone, but quickly resumed playing the tone
bars (See Figure 4).
● Harmonic: Robert’s melodic line and my accompaniment matched well. My
accompaniment was in a major chord progression with some tension chords. Robert’s
melody was harmonized well with the chord progression. Some repeating notes were
harmonized as passing notes (See Figure 6). At measure 20, although he skipped the
notes up the scale, those notes created a melody that matched the chord progression I
accompanied with natural resolution. At measure 24, Robert and I alternated in rhythm
with the same note. Robert played the fifth of the chord I provided, a consonant
harmonization.
● Textural: Robert played the xylophone within the C4 to E5 range. Robert played moved
to the higher register when my accompaniment was sixteenth notes.
● Phrasing: As seen in Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5, three phrases are tied by 8
measures (measures 2 to 25). I provided verbal guidance to engage Robert in turn-taking
as leader and follower in the music. My verbal guidance was at the G7 chord before the
cadence (measures 9 and 17). Robert continued to play as a leader, despite I had
attempted to change roles. In the first phrase (measures 2-9), Robert played his melody
and I accompanied. In the second phrase (measures 10-17), I played with rhythmic
subdivisions and Robert followed the rhythmic figure. In the third phrase (measures 1825), my accompaniment went back similar to the first phrase. Robert’s melody led to a
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climax (measures 26-29) by not finishing with a cadence note in measure 25.
● Volume: There was a range in volume through the improvisation. At measure 12, Robert
decreased the volume and increased again (See Figure 5). At measure 41, near the
conclusion, Robert gradually decreased the volume in tandem with my playing (See
Figure 7).
● Timbre: I chose Robert’s instrument, the wooden xylophone, and I played the piano.
These instruments were able to produce the soft music that was intended for facilitating
interpersonal communication.
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Figure 4. Musical score: Wooden xylophone improvisation (measures 1-11) in Session 13

Figure 5. Musical score: Wooden xylophone improvisation (measures 12-17) in Session 13
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Figure 6. Musical score: Wooden xylophone improvisation (measures 18-32) in Session 13
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Figure 7. Musical score: Wooden xylophone improvisation (measures 33-44) in Session 13
Based on the IAP analysis of the xylophone improvisation, Robert’s role was the leader,
allowing me to support his playing. Robert followed the rhythmic ground I established and
became stabilized after his attempts to accelerate in tempo. I verbalized that it is my turn to play.
However, Robert continued on his playing and created his melodic line. His rhythmic figure
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mostly consisted of imitation of my rhythmic subdivision. My intentional choice of instrument
seemed to benefit Robert’s ability to play in a more relational manner, in that he was able to
create the melodic line and respond to my steady rhythms. The timbre, volume levels and texture
were harmonized well each other.
Musical interactions in a fast tempo. Sessions 15 through 17 marked a period of
significant musical development. Due to a two-week spring break, I was worried about
regression. Fortunately, Robert did not show a regression, rather seemed to even have matured
compared to the past sessions. He often used the drum to cut off our musical interactions,
because drumming in a fast tempo was a way to maintain his excitement. During this period,
however, Robert could continue to interact with me even in the most exciting situations.
In Session 16, Robert played a tubano drum and a suspended cymbal while I provided
piano accompaniment in a minor pentatonic scale. I wanted to see how he would interact with
me in a fast tempo. The instruments chosen by me were the same ones in the first session. In
previous sessions, he used to play a drum only, even though the cymbal was set up next to the
drum. So, I had to provide verbal prompts for him to play the cymbal. This time, Robert played
consistent beats using his both hands. He voluntarily utilized his both hands more often without
my prompts. Even when I asked him to play the drum not the cymbal, he played the cymbal as if
he was playing a drum set. He seemed to know how to utilize the cymbal and the drum together.
Robert’s cymbal playing highlighted our improvisation. By playing the cymbal, Robert did not
pursue his personal thrilling moment. His extreme excitement sublimated into a perfect ending of
our improvisation. It was a significant improvement for Robert, because the improvisation was in
the upbeat tempo, which typically would have led to the over-excitement body response that was
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shown in the previous sessions. The IAP analysis is based on 91 measures of the score (See
Figure 8 through Figure 12).
● Rhythmic ground: The blues shuffle rhythm in a duple meter was maintained. Robert set
the tempo by starting the improvisation with a steady four beats. He did not attempt to
accelerate the tempo.
● Rhythmic figure: Robert played various subdivisions throughout the improvisation.
Predominantly, Robert maintained a quarter note rhythmic figure. He varied the rhythmic
figures from measure 20. Robert imitated the shuffle rhythms in measures 20, 21, 23, 31,
34, 35, 38, and 70 (See Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 11) and played the triplets in
measures 23, 24, and 31 (See Figure 8 and Figure 9), sixteenth notes in measures 23 (See
Figure 8) and 91 (See Figure 12), as well as rolls in measures 24, 27, 32, 78 (See Figure
8, Figure 9, and Figure 11), and measures 81-89 (See Figure 12).
● Harmonic: N/A.
● Tonal and melodic: Robert rhythmically imitated my descending melodic line in
measures 50, 53, and 56 (See Figure 10).
● Textural: I provided Robert guidance to choose an instrument between the drum and the
cymbal to play through my sung words and different ranges in my piano accompaniment
until measure 56 (See Figure 10). I accompanied in a middle-low range when Robert
played the drum. At measure 60, my verbal direction was omitted and the instrumental
developed. Robert played the drum and the cymbal alternating or together. Then I
accompanied by varying the ranges on the keyboard. Robert and I matched by playing
tremolos/rolls in measures 81-89 (See Figure 12).
● Phrasing: Robert mostly followed directions by playing the drum and the cymbal. At
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times, Robert filled in when given some space, by playing the rhythms in measures 21,
23, 51, and 54 (see Figure 8 and Figure 10) and by vocalizing in measures 31, 33, 40, 50,
53, and 57 (See Figure 9 and Figure 10). Robert’s independent playing on the drum and
the cymbal is shown in measure 60. I followed his instrument changes by accompanying
on the different registers.
● Volume: The score only indicated the volume change in measure 41. The volume in my
accompaniment was decreased when singing to play the cymbal.
● Timbre: Robert utilized two different timbres by alternating the drum and the cymbal.
● Program/lyrics: The lyrics were created by me as instructions for the playing. Robert
mostly followed his playing by the lyrics.
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Figure 8. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 20-28) in Session 16
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Figure 9. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 29-38) in Session 16.
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Figure 10. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 49-57) in Session 16
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Figure 11. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 67-80) in Session 16
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Figure 12. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 81-91) in session 16
According to the IAP analysis, Robert played the role of partner. He accepted the
rhythmic ground and followed the verbal direction in singing to change the instruments of his
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playing. As the improvisation went on, I provided him a space by resting for a measure after
each singing part, then Robert started to play various rhythmic figures and sang the rest of the
lyric. Later when the improvisation became only instrumental without my verbal direction,
Robert developed various rhythmic figures and offered a different ambience by playing the
cymbal, thus allowing me to follow him. Through this improvisation, we alternated the roles
between leader and follower, Robert listened more carefully than before by following my verbal
guidance, accepted the differences by playing two instruments, and enabled to play in the call
and response.
Out of the comfort zone. Throughout each session, I tried to interact with Robert
through the various instruments and different ranges. In the final stage of our work together,
sessions 23 through 28, I changed some of the routine of our sessions. I changed the physical
location of our seating. In addition, I improvised out of tempo on the Locrian mode and the
whole tone scale. This type of improvisation seemed unusual to him because the music did not
flow according to his expectation. He seemed to try to process what he was hearing in my
playing and did not join in playing. This was rare for Robert, as he typically played throughout
the whole session. During the unusual improvisation, he mostly listened, and it seemed that he
was trying to ascertain how to interact with me in the music.
In Session 25, Robert initiated playing the cymbal. I accompanied on piano in the key of
D minor in the upper register on the keyboard. When I played the bass pattern, he began to play
the drum. He maintained a consistent beat on the drum, with one cymbal rhythm. When he
attempted to accelerate the tempo, I did not follow, but maintained the same tempo. Then he
played the cymbal when I paused. I began to vocalize with sung words. He focused on his drum
playing. When I paused after singing, he began to vocalize as well. He hit the drum with his one
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hand and the mallet on the other hand. When the music became slower, he played the cymbal
independently. I did not direct him to play a specific instrument. I wanted to see how he would
deal with the musical flow. He stopped playing when I started to sing. He seemed to figure out
what I was doing through listening. Then he initiated to vocalize and played the drum and the
cymbal. The first 25 measures of the improvisation were notated in the score (see Figure 13 and
Figure 14).
● Rhythmic ground: The meter was in duple meter and alternating between four-beat and
two-beat patterns. The tempo changed from slow to moderate speed. The subdivisions
were mostly quarter notes and eighth notes. Robert’s drum playing was more stable than
cymbal playing.
● Rhythmic figure: In measures 1-14, Robert’s cymbal playing did maintain a regular
rhythmic pattern (See Figure 13). When Robert played the drum starting at measure 19,
he created various rhythmic figures (See Figure 14). The mixture of eighth notes and
quarter notes of my accompaniment in measures 19, 20, 23, and 24 was modelled from
Robert’s rhythmic pattern in measure 19. He also matched the first beat with the cymbal
at measure 24.
● Tonal and melodic: N/A
● Harmonic: N/A
● Textural: Robert’s playing and my accompaniment matched in the different registers: the
cymbal in the higher register and the drum in the mid-low register. At measure 18, my
accompaniment changed with a bass line pattern and staccatos (See Figure 14).
● Phrasing: Phrasing in this improvisation occurred through Robert’s instrument selection.
During measures 1-14, he played the cymbal (See Figure 13). From measures 15-18,
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Robert rested. He played the drum in measures 19-25 (See Figure 14).
● Volume: Volume remained at a consistent level.
● Timbre: Robert initially played the cymbal, and I followed it by accompanying in a
higher register and whole-notes in the bass. When I changed the register to the middle
range playing staccato notes at measure 18, he began to play the drum (See Figure 14).
● Program/lyrics: N/A
In the IAP analysis, due to the unstable rhythmic ground and the various tempi, Robert’s
cymbal playing was different compared to the previous excerpt. His uncharacteristic rest for four
measures indicated that he was confused and was having difficulty making sense of the music.
When I shifted my playing by adding staccato figures, he began to create the rhythmic figures on
the drum. Although he was not comfortable with the instability, he attempted to fit his music
with mine, thus showing his desire to interact musically.
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Figure 13. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation (measures 1-16) in Session 25.
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Figure 14. Musical score: Drum and cymbal improvisation continued (measures 17-25) in
Session 25.

The last session. The thirty sixth session was our last session. He began to play the piano
as usual while waiting for me. We sang a greeting song improvised in a waltz style. He mostly
played the piano and listened to my singing and accompaniment. We crossed over our hands on
the piano, thus sharing all parts of the keyboard. I slowed it down to indicate that the song was
over. He naturally stopped on playing.
The xylophone was set up in front of him for the next improvisation. He began to play as
soon as he took the mallet in each hand. I played an arpeggiated ostinato. I noticed that the more
I played this pattern, the faster he played. I changed my accompaniment with open fifth chords
and sang in the words, “slowly and gently.” He slowed down his playing. However, he did not
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seem to pay attention to the music. He instead played rhythmic patterns on the xylophone in the
higher register. He sometimes missed the notes and hit the wooden edge of the xylophone. After
few minutes of the improvisation, he seemed to find the way back of playing notes instead of
treating like a percussive instrument as he did in earlier sessions. His vocalization became
harmonized in our improvisation. He played multiple notes with both his hands. Sometimes he
played ascending scales, and sometimes he played random intervals. He played various notes at
first, then later, he began to play the same note consistently. Playing same notes was like his safe
zone. It seemed that he was accepting the variety of situations that he might have to face outside
of his safe zone, but that he still needed the security this provided.
The next improvisation was played on a drum and a cymbal. The improvisation with his
favorite instruments was a gift for him as our last session. I wanted him to enjoy the drumming
with me. Also, it was a nice contrast from the xylophone. We improvised in a minor key. It
started on the upbeat and changed to the soft and high-pitched music for introducing the cymbal
part. He played the drum with his left hand and the cymbal with his right hand. The cymbal was
somewhat far from his reach, so I moved it closer to him so that he could reach out and play. We
made vocal coordination during the instrumental play. He played the cymbal as a rhythmic fillin. His drum play was matching to my piano play with the shuffle rhythm. The improvisation
switched to the major key with chord changes, leading into our final farewell song. He vocalized
with me and played the drum, matching the beat.
Overall, our improvisation went smoothly. Robert did not attempt to manipulate me
during the music making. He listened to what I was playing and singing, accepted the ambience,
and played as a musical partner. Figure 14 describes the graphic notation in Session 36. Figure
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15 shows the explanation of signs in the graphic notation. Table 2 explains events happened in
each time phrase.

Figure 14. Graphic notation: Session 36 (00:00:00 - 00:24:00)

MTI’s musical support

Piano
Drum

Cymbal

Metallophone resonated

MTI’s emotion at the end of the session

Figure 15. Explanation of signs in Session 36.
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Table 2
Graphic notation analysis: Session 36
Time

Analysis

00:00:10

The hello song was a waltz style. Robert played a single note consistently.

00:02:00

Robert attempted to accelerate in tempo but stabilized.

00:02:40

Robert and I listened to each other and played freely

00:03:39

Robert slowed down in playing when I sang with a sung word slowly.
Then Robert played the rhythms gently.

00:12:40

During the drum and cymbal improvisation, Robert listened and responded to my
playing.

00:14:04

When I accompanied in a high register, Robert slowed down in his playing.
Robert played the cymbal with my physical assistance. The tempo was stabilized.
Robert played the cymbal as a rhythmic fill-in.

00:18:23

During our goodbye song, Robert rolled on the drum. It did not seem to be a
hyper-active motion. Robert beat the drum and listened to my playing.

Discussion
This study examined the dynamics of a therapeutic relationship between the client and
the therapist in improvisational music therapy with a young adult with ASD, as found in the
music itself. The musical improvisations created by Robert and me were analyzed using the
autonomy profile of Brusica’s IAPs (1987) and Bergstrøm-Nielsen’s graphic notation (1993).
The analysis presented the musical interaction between Robert and me. The research question,
“How does musical improvisation enhance interpersonal interactions between a therapist and a
client with ASD?”, and the sub-questions, “What musical elements illustrate these
client/therapist interactions?”, “How does the therapist’s music relate to the client’s musical
responses?”, and “How does the client respond and/or react to the therapist’s music?”, were
explained by the graphic notation and the IAP-autonomy analysis.
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In considering the research question, the improvement of interpersonal interaction
between Robert and me is evident when comparing the graphic notations of the first and last
sessions. In the first session, Robert exhibited uncontrolled behavior with his extreme
excitement, thus blocking interactions with me. There seemed to be a power struggle between us
over who would be the leader during the improvisation. Robert manipulated the music and used
me for his thrilling moment. In the last session, the graphic notation illustrated the harmonized
moments during which we interacted musically. During the two improvisations of the final
session, there are no musical conflicts between Robert and me. Rather it showed his stabilized
music making with my musical support. Aigen (2005) claimed that the clinical interactions
contain all the qualities of human interactions outside of the therapeutic settings. While
improvising, the therapist and the client experience conflicts, negotiation, acceptance, resolution
and a variety of emotional changes taking place in such a series of processes. By offering
chances to musically communicate and relate, the interpersonal interaction can be developed.
Robert and I learned and taught each other throughout the sessions. Through such a series of
processes, the therapeutic relationship between Robert and me became improved.
Regarding the first sub-question that sought to learn the musical elements that illustrate
these client/therapist interactions, the IAP analysis provided the details of improvised musical
elements. Throughout the sessions, Robert played various instruments, such as piano, drum,
cymbal, chimes, wooden xylophone, metallophone, and other instruments that were excluded in
analysis. He also improvised in different levels of tempi. All of these musical components served
as means of interaction in the different qualities of music (soft-strong sound and slow-fast
tempo).
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Notably, various rhythmic figures and timbre showed how our interactions were
developed. During the wooden xylophone improvisation in Session 13, Robert subdivided his
rhythms by following my accompaniment with different rhythmic figures. It was the only excerpt
that showed melodic and harmonic elements. Robert’s melody was harmonized through my
accompaniment with a major chord progression. The drum and cymbal improvisation in Session
16 evidenced that he had accepted my verbal directions and responded by creating various
rhythmic figures within the provided musical structures. He maintained stability in a fast tempo.
Although, he led the music from the middle of the improvisation but did not attempt to accelerate
the tempo. In Session 13, Robert failed to take turns. In Session 16 however, he was able to play
call-and-response and change his roles between follower and leader in a stable mood. These
musical elements exhibited our growth in the interpersonal relationship by dealing with control
and support. Musical patterns convey communication in structure. The individuals playing music
can provide their thoughts and feelings by call-and- response or question-and-answer, thus
promoting musical interactions (Thaut, 2005). The impact of our developing musical interaction
is supported by Knapic-Szweda (2015), who noted that instrumental improvisation helps
individuals with ASD participate in musical interactions and thereby enhance stability and
confidence in the interpersonal musical relationship between a therapist and a client (KnapikSzweda, 2015).
When considering the sub-question regarding the therapist’s music relating to the client’s
musical responses, is helpful to consider Nordoff and Robbins (2017) writings about the musical
responses of individuals with ASD. They stated that these musical responses tend to be
“fragmentary, reflexive, or in various ways expressive of their conditions as stereotypical,
perseverative, compulsive, or avoidant musically influenced behavior” (p. 3). Robert’s typical
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musical response were consistent, perseverative rhythmic patterns that accelerated to the point of
a loss of control. In earlier sessions, my music was manipulated by Robert. As a therapist, I
provided a boundary through the structure of musical styles. My intention of using various
musical styles was to prevent him from engaging in the overly excited behavior, because it
created an obstacle for interaction. Thus, Robert’s musical responses were free, yet shaped by the
boundary of the musical structure.
Robert’s habit of playing consistent beats, remained and was shown in every
improvisation. However, his attempts to accelerate the tempo were reduced as throughout the
treatment progression. During the drum and cymbal improvisation in Session 16, Robert showed
greater flexibility in the roles he played in the improvisation, namely that of the leader. He
dominantly led the music with his cymbal playing but did not attempt to accelerate. The drum
and cymbal improvisation in session 25 is an example of a Robert’s newfound awareness and
responsiveness to my playing. When I played unpredictably, with changes in tempo, he listened
and showed awareness of these shifts. When I provided a more grounded rhythmic pattern, he
was able to match his rhythm. Robert learned to adapted to the musical differences and adjust to
the changes in structure. I believe that the musical structure helped Robert broadened both his
range of musical expression and musical interactions while being responsive to change. My
verbal guidance with and without singing was gradually eliminated as the sessions proceeded.
Although Robert made aesthetically pleasing music during the xylophone improvisation in
Session 13, he did not respond to my verbal guidance and continued to play through what was
intended to be my turn. He became disconnected with me, even though he was highly connected
to his music. Weeks later, his response in my verbal guidance became clearer in drum and
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cymbal improvisation in Session 16. Robert developed to acknowledge the meaning of using
different registers, thus resulting more responsive to me as partner through the music.
Benefit of analyzing improvisation
Musical improvisation analysis is a method that is demanding in time and skill, requiring
multiple listenings to the excerpts and transcriptions of the aural music into a score or image.
However, analyzing improvisations allows music therapists, including students and researchers,
to review meaningful details that might have not remembered after a session. These details
include phenomena such as musical activity, interpersonal behavior, and clients’ expressions,
communication, and emotions (Wosch, & Wigram, 2007). I found that the series of analyses by
periods of the treatment process helped me visualize how the roles between Robert and me has
changed, and how we interacted each other through music over the course of time. In addition,
the IAP-autonomy analysis was helpful to catch the details that I had not noticed previously. For
example, when I transcribed the wooden xylophone improvisation, I was fascinated by the music
we produced. When I analyzed the music using the IAPs, I realized that Robert was still
dominating the music making. In other two analyses, I was able to see that our musical
interrelatedness was developed by call-and-response and modelling, thus proving that musical
improvisation helped growing therapeutic relationship between Robert and me.
Limitations
When I started to create the data, it was at the end of my internship. However, due to my
personal circumstances, I was unable to proceed the analysis for several years. Later, my
personal laptop was broken, thus deleting all the data and the music notation program. The data
was only backed up as attachments that were sent to my previous thesis committee chair. Due to
my delay, changes in university faculty resulted in three changes in my thesis advisor. These
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situations impacted the data analysis and my focus as the study took shape. As I analyzed the
data, I thought there may have been other excerpts that may have shown better about the musical
interactions between Robert and me. In addition, related literature was limited. Only a few
published studies analyzed clinical improvisation using Bruscia’s (1987) IAPs, and only one
example of graphic notation analysis was presented by Bergstrøm-Nielsen (1993). None of the
studies among these analyzed the interpersonal interaction between a therapist and an individual
with ASD. Thus, there is little supporting literature for my conclusions.
Implication for future study
By analyzing the musical data in two different forms, the result illustrated a growth in
musical interrelatedness between Robert and me. These analyses support that improvisational
music therapy is an effective means of improving interpersonal interaction in persons with ASD.
This single case study cannot generalize the results, but it is hoped that readers may be
encouraged to use this type of analysis of their own work and will develop a greater awareness of
the musical aspects that illustrate deepened client/therapist interactions in improvisational music
therapy. It is recommended that future studies develop a single analysis method that combines
both graphic notation and the information from the IAPs to provide more examples of
therapeutic relationships with individuals with ASD.
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Appendix A
Scales in the autonomy profile
(Bruscia, 1987, pp. 444-445)
Rhythmic Ground. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop through
tempo, meter, and subdivisions?
Rhythmic Figure. What role relationships do then client and/or partner develop in
determining the rhythmic content and form of the improvisation? How do they relate to each
other with regard to rhythmic themes and their sequencing?
Tonal/Melodic. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop through
modality, tonality, and melody?
Harmonic. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop in determining
harmonic aspects of the improvisation? How do they relate to each other with regard to chord
selections, voicings, progressions, and the relationships of the chords to the melody?
Textural. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop in determining
textures, registers, and voicing configurations?
Phrasing. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop through phrasing?
How do they relate to each other with regard to the length and shape of phrases, and their
sequencing?
Volume. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop in setting volume
levels and making volume changes? How do they relate to each other with regard to the intensity
and amount of sound?
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Timbre. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop in determining the
medium, instrument, production techniques, and sound vocabulary to be used in the
improvisation?
Program/Lyrics. What role relationships do the client and/or partner develop in selecting
or inventing a program or lyrics upon which to base the improvisation. How do they work
together in creating lyrics and in making associations to the improvisation afterwards?
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Appendix B
Music Therapy Department at SUNY New Patlz
Miyoung Park, Graduate student
845-616-1025 (n02261577@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu)

Parental Consent Form for Research

Dear __________,
I was a Music Therapy intern at [removed for confidentiality purposes] from January to
December 2014. The Center’s music Therapy internship is affiliated with SUNY New Paltz,
where I am a music therapy graduate student. I provided music therapy services to _______ for
two days per week from February 3, 2014 to July 29, 2014 as part of my internship training.
_______ received a total of thirty-six Music Therapy sessions during which he demonstrated
significant improvement in interaction and flexibility during improvised music making.
During the internship training at [removed for confidentiality purposes], I learned about
Improvisational Music Therapy, which allows a person in therapy to express himself and interact
with the therapist within dynamic musical contexts. Since __________ demonstrated such
growth during the music therapy sessions, I would like to write a single case study on
__________. As a requirement for my graduation, I need to complete a thesis. I would like your
consent to use the data from __________’s Music Therapy sessions as the basis for the case
study, which would ultimately serve as my thesis.
This case study research will describe __________’s growth within Improvisational
Music Therapy. The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how social interaction can be
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enhanced in a young adult with ASD through his participation in Improvisational Music
Therapy. ________’s Music Therapy treatment has already ended so the data which was
produced during the sessions as part of my internship will be reviewed and analyzed for the
study. The materials that will be used are videos, my treatment notes, treatment summary and the
review of _______’s record that was collected during my internship training.
In terms of procedure, the treatment notes and treatment summary will be organized by
phases according to the content of the case study. __________’s diagnosis and history of music
therapy participation will be extracted from the record review to explain ________’s
background. In addition, the video recordings will be analyzed to identify key moments in the
therapeutic process where greater interactivity and flexibility occurred. The music that was
improvised during the treatment period will also be analyzed using traditional music notation and
a graphic notation system to visually represent the process and ultimate growth.
The possibilities for identifying ________ will be eliminated from this research as much
as possible. To protect __________’s identification a pseudonym will be used, and his
information will be maintained confidentially based on HIPAA. All data for the case study will
be kept in the Music Therapy department at [removed for confidentiality purposes]. There is,
however, the minimal possibility that ________ could be identified due to the researcher’s
affiliation with [removed for confidentiality purposes] and use of video/audio clips in the defense
presentation at SUNY New Paltz. Post study, all video recordings that are used for the
presentation at SUNY New Paltz will be returned to [removed for confidentiality purposes] to
maintain confidentiality. The participant may withdraw from the research at any time, for any
reason, without consequence.
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If you have questions or concerns, please contact me via my cell phone or email listed
above. You can email me anytime and call on Sunday from 1pm to 5pm.

Consent Summary:
I have read this consent form and the research study has been explained to me. I have been given
time to ask questions and have been told whom to contact if I have more questions.

I agree to have my child _________________________ (print name) be in the research study
described above.

(Please check if you agree)
___ I agree with reviewing the data (videos, treatment notes, treatment summary,
and record review) for the purpose of research.
___ I agree with using the video/audio clips in the defense presentation.

_________________________________________________
Parent/Legal Guardian’s Name (printed) and Signature

________________
Date

_________________________________________________
Name (printed) and Signature of Person Obtaining Consent

________________
Date

